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THE UNPOLARIZED ELECTRODE IN A PULSATING POISEUILLE PIPE FLOW
B. M. Bergmann and T. H. Hodgson




In recent years three workers have described methods of measurement of 
unsteady flow quantities In water using unpolarized electrodes* Both Binder 
and Chuang have attempted measurements of turbulent velocity fluctuations, 
whereas Dumargue described a method of fluctuating pressure measurement.
In this paper, analysis and experiment were used to critically compare 
the previous workers' experiments. From measurements in an oscillating 
Poiseuille pipe flow it is concluded that an electrode positioned in the 
wall detects a signal with a phase angle of ff/4 ahead of the fluctuating 
velocity as measured by a hot-film probe in the pipe center. This is 
exactly the result predicted by theory for the velocity near the wall.
Thus it may be inferred that in this configuration the unpolarized electrode 
is a velocity transducer and therefore substantiates the work of Binder and 
Chuang.
Corrections are suggested for Binder's and Chuang's equations and it is 
deduced that the assumption made by all previous workers, namely that the 
charge density has a one-dimensional distribution depending only on the 
distance from the probe surface, could be in error. However, a one-dimen­
sional charge distribution is necessary for Dumarque's electrode to respond 
to pressure alone.
INTRODUCTION
The search for methods of making measurements of turbulent flow char­
acteristics has led in the past twenty years to attempts to relate these 
characteristics to measurable electrokinetic properties of the fluid. These 
electrokinetic effects are due to oppositely charged ionic layers, the so- 
called "double layer", which exist at solid-liquid interfaces. A detailed
theoretical and experimental analysis of one such mean flow effect, the
4
streaming potential, has been described by Bocquet for turbulent flow 
using a pair of unpolarized electrodes. Further investigations have been 
made by L i u ^ ’^  and Liu, Binder and Cermak,^ while Eskinazi^2 described a
method of turbulent velocity measurements using polarized electrodes.
2 3Binder and Binder and Cermak applied electrostatic equations to the 
turbulent flow at a wall and showed that the streamwise gradient of the 
fluctuating electric potential, i|i, at the wall was related to the streamwise 
turbulent velocity component, ux> by the equation:
dty
dx Q “
where Q is the mean charge density at the wall and a is the liquid conductivity. 
Binder detected the gradient, di|i/dx, by measuring the potential, ip, between 
two metal electrodes placed in the wall a small distance apart.
Chuang^ and Chuang and Cermak®’2 derived the same result for the general 
case (although with a somewhat different interpretation) using Maxwell's 
electrodynamic field equations. Their measurements included comparisons of the 
spectra and correlations of the fluctuating potential with the fluctuating 
velocity in the center of turbulent pipe flow. Although Chuang's fluctuating 
potential spectra followed the same general shape as the velocity spectra, no 
exact numerical comparisons were possible; the same was also true in Binder's 
work.
But recently Dumargue^® has shown theoretically that the electrode
ifr = X P _ cos ait (2)T 111
where if is a mean potential near the wall and x and t are the isothermal 
compressibility and the relaxation time of the liquid, respectively.
Dumargue's measurements of fluctuating potential were made between one 
electrode placed in the oscillating flow field and a reference electrode 
placed outside this flow field.
The remarkable point is that for the most part Binder, Chuang and 
Dumargue all use the same assumptions. If Binder's and Chuang's theses are 
correct, the electrode represents a novel tool for turbulent velocity measure­
ments in the boundary layer. If Dumargue's thesis is correct,the electrode 
may be a valuable device for the measurement of fluctuating static pressure 
at a point.
Hence the purpose of the work described here is to explore the differ­
ences between the two sets of analyses and to present experimental evidence 
which will clearly indicate which electrode response is the prevalent one.
THEORY
The Electrical Double Layer
The "double layer" is a surface effect occurring at solid-liquid inter­
faces wherein an electrical potential is set up between the solid and the 
liquid. This section is a simplified discussion of those aspects of the 
double layer which are of importance to this experiment.
As Adamson^- shows, the most important mechanism in double layer formation 
is preferential adsorption by the solid of either positive or negative ions 
from the liquid, giving the solid a charge of this sign. Ions of the opposite 
sign, which have been attracted to this charge, cling to the wall to form a 
partly dissolved "compact layer". Other forces, notably van der Waals forces, 
play a role in the formation of the compact layer so that the net charge in 
the solid plus the compact layer is not zero.
A second layer, the "diffuse layer", consisting of a cloud of dissolved 
ions in the liquid, is attracted to the vicinity of the compact layer. This 
second layer may be rather large and complex when the liquid is a concen­
trated solution. However, in a dilute solution, the forces in the diffuse 
layer are primarily electrostatic and a modification to Boltzmann's Principle 
gives the charge density Q in the layer as:
Q - (E exp-(gl) (3)
where is the valence of ion species, i,e0 is unit charge, k is the Boltzmann 
constant and T is the temperature. Now Poisson's electrostatic equation is:
V2f  - - (4)
where e is the dielectric constant of the liquid. Substitution for the charge 
density from Equation 3 then gives:
V2Y = - K2Y (5)
where K2 is a constant defined such that:
K2 £ 2i
potential may be responsive to a sinusoidal pressure fluctuation of amplitude, 
p, and frequency, », in a manner given by the equation:
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If it is now assumed that the charge density is a function only of the
distance, z, from the solid surface and that both the surface and the solu­
tion are homogeneous, that is in equation form:
Q = Q(z)
Y = Y(z)
then Equation 5 for the potential may be integrated with boundary conditions:
Y = YQ at z = 0
Y = 0 at z = °°
to give the solution for the potential as:
Y(Z) = YQ e ( 6 )
This shows that the potential, and thus the charge density, in the diffuse 
layer decrease exponentially toward zero away from the solid surface.
Now a simple model of the double layer, the Stern model, may be con­
structed. This model, as shown in Figure 1, has a sharp change in potential 
across a relatively rigid compact layer one molecular diameter thick, followed 
by a potential gradient in the dissolved diffuse layer which tends asymptotically
POSITIVE ION
NEGATIVE ION
Figure 1. Voltage Distribution in the Double Layer (The Stern Model)
to the solution potential. The total potential between the solid and the 
bulk of the solution (i.e. the thermodynamic or Nernst potential) is the sum 
of the potentials of the two layers. These potentials will not necessarily 
be of the same sign.
The two layers of the Stern model may be considered as two parallel plate 




At high concentrations (10“1 molar and greater) the capacity of the diffuse
layer is quite large and so C . , = C .. But since the capacity ofJ M 6 total compact r
the diffuse layer is proportional to the square root of the concentration of 
ions, it is the main capacitance effect in dilute solutions.
The distance between "plates" in the compact layer is the average ionic 
diameter - a few angstroms. In the diffuse layer this distance is 1/K, the 
center of charge density of the diffuse layer. This result may easily be 
calculated from Equation 6. Delahay gives as an order of magnitude for this 
distance:
1/K = 3 x 10 c^ j |$| cms.
—  7 — 4For a 10 molar solution the diffuse layer thickness is 10 cm. Physically
one may regard the double layer in a weak solution as a capacitor with one 
of its plates floating.
The Streaming Potential
When there is flow in a channel, a part of the diffuse layer of the 
double layer on the walls is entrained in the flow. The amount of charge 
entrained may be expressed as a function of the pressure drop. There will 
be large accumulations of charge of one sign in regions of low pressure while 
the regions of high pressure will have a charge of the opposite sign. This 
accumulation of charge gives rise to a potential across the pressure drop -
the streaming potential. In a circular pipe the streaming potential, V , iss
2given by Binder as:
Vs = yq AP c/Airpa (7)
where AP is the static pressure drop and p is the liquid viscosity.
In a recirculating system of flow the effect will tend to be neutralized 
as time progresses since the pump will be bringing ions of one sign from a 
low pressure region to a region of high pressure where they in effect 
neutralize excess ions of the opposite sign. The time constant for producing 
this equilibrium will be of the order of the system volume divided by the 
pumping rate.
Once the flow stops, the downstream ions flow upstream to neutralize 
the solution. This process, the inverse of the streaming potential effect, 
is known as electroosmosis.
The Equations of Charge
Binder, Chuang, and Dumargue all derived equations for the conservation 
of charge in the double layer. Each of these equations contains a convection 
term wherein the motion of the charge due to the motion of the fluid is 
accounted for. Binder's equation is:
+ V • (UQ) + 7 Q = -5— V2Q (8)
3t T K T
where U is the flow velocity and t  is the relaxation time of the liquid. The 
last term on the left-hand side accounts for conduction of charges down 
potential gradients while the term on the right hand side describes the 
molecular diffusion of charges.
But Chuang's equation is:
+ (y • V) Q + i Q = 0 (9)
while Dumargue's equation is:
+ V • (UQ) + i  Q = DV2Q (10)
2where D is a diffusion coefficient and is equal to 1/K x so that Dumargue's 
equation is identical to Binder's. Chuang has already modified the V • (UQ) 
term to (U • v)Q on the grounds that the liquid flow is incompressible and 
hence V • U = 0. Binder subsequently does likewise. Dumargue, for reasons 
which will become apparent, does not. Binder discards the diffusion term on 
the right hand side of Equation 8 by order of magnitude analysis, hence 
obtaining the same equation as Chuang's. Both Binder and Chuang then write 
Q and U as the sums of mean and fluctuating components:
Q = Q + q
U = U + u
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Substituting into Equation 9 and subtracting the time-averaged mean values, 
results in the equation for the fluctuations:
q “ - TV . (uQ + Uq + uq - uq) - x |^ - (11)
Both workers then argue that the terms Uq, uq and uq can be assumed insignifi­
cant when the mean velocity, U, is much greater than the velocity fluctuations, 
u (this is generally the case but is not necessarily true very close to the 
wall in turbulent shear flow). It also follows that the charge-density 
fluctuations, q, are small with respect to the mean charge density, Q. Use 
of Taylor's hypothesis:
3t Ux 9x
for the temporal fluctuations in a field dominated by convective effects of 
the mean velocity component, U^, in the streamwise direction shows that the 
last term of Equation 11 may also be neglected to give:
q “ x V • (Qu) (12)
It now remains to substitute Poisson's equation (Equation 4) in its fluctuating 
form in order to relate the fluctuating potential to the fluctuating velocity. 
Equation 4 is actually the electrostatic form of Poisson's equation, whereas 
both Chuang and Dumargue used the electrodynamic form of the equation, but 
they then showed that the extra terms introduced are insignificant. The 
fluctuating form of Poisson's equation is:
V2 i|j = ^  e
which simplifies Equation 12 to:
V2 <P = £  V • (Qu) (13)
which reduces to:
V ip = i  Qu (14)
In the cylindrical coordinate system (r, 0, x), Equation 14 is equivalent
to:
dip
3r -  Q u (15a)
1 3^ 
r 36 - Q un (15b)
_
3x - Q u (15c)
The physical significance of these equations is now clear in that fluctuating 
potential gradients may be caused by the corresponding fluctuating velocity 
component. Thus this electrokinetic effect of the double-layer may provide 
an excellent basis for a transducer to measure fluctuating velocities, 
which was the basis of Binder's and Chuang's experiments.
However, this description of the electrode's behavior is open to doubt 
in that explicit in their analyses (Ref. 2, page 32, and Ref. 5, page 20) is 
the assumption that the charge density is one-dimensional depending only on 
the perpendicular distance from the wall, as in Equation 6. So writing 
Q m Q(r) and using continuity V • u = 0, Equation 13 reduces to Equation 15a 
alone.
In other words, there will only be potential gradient fluctuations as a 
result of normal velocity fluctuations perpendicular to the wall. To go 
further, as the wall is approached the normal velocity component u^ -*• 0, so 
it follows that -*• 0 also, so that it might be expected that any potential 
f lu c t u a t io n s  due to  v e l o c i t y  fluctuations should be very small indeed.
Dumargue sees similar objections to Binder's and Chuang's work and consequently 
has decided that the electrode does not detect incompressible velocity
fluctuations but is sensitive to compressible flow fluctuations, in particular 
pressure.
So for a sinusoidal velocity fluctuation given by:
msu = x p a cos —  • sin ait a
where a is the speed of sound in the liquid, and with a charge distribution 
for the diffuse layer of the form of Equation 6 Dumargue solved his form 
of the charge density equation (Equation 10). On using Poisson's equation 
he arrived at the expression for the potential:
V = exp-(-42- cos wt)
0  TOO
If the exponent is small this may be rewritten:
¥ = ¥n (1 - cos ut) 0 xco
so that the fluctuating potential is given by:
$ (16)
This result of Dumargue's is thus quite different from Binder's and 
Chuang's analyses since it infers that pressure fluctuations cause fluctuation 
of the mass and charge densities at the electrode by compressing the diffuse 
layer. These fluctuations cause fluctuations in the conductivity of the 
double layer which in turn cause integral potential fluctuations.
To return to the assumption of one-dimensionality of the diffuse layer, 
Dumargue argued this was a reasonable assumption if the diffuse layer thick­
ness, 1/K, was very much smaller than the electrode diameter, d. The equiva­
lent electrical circuit of his probe is shown in Figure 2. If values typical
Z = DIFFUSIVITY = -R,
R, = DOUBLE LAYER RESISTANCE » 10“  ohm 
Ci = DOUBLE LAYER CAPACITANCE * I0‘ 15 farads 
R2 = RESISTANCE OF SOLUTION ■ 107 ohm 
R3 = INPUT RESISTANCE ■ 10“  ohm 
C2 = INPUT CAPACITANCE * 2 X 10'“  farads
Fori < ^ < 1 0 3 .  1
Figure 2. Equivalent Circuit of the Dumargue Electrode 
of distilled water of high purity are substituted into this circuit, then 
the probe voltage should decrease with increasing frequency of the fluctuating 
pressure, a result which Dumargue verified in a series of simple experiments.
The Flow Field
In their experimental studies, Binder and Chuang used turbulent flow in 
a pipe for a flow field. Binder made his turbulence measurements with an 
electrode pair in the double layer on the wall while Chuang mounted multiple 
electrodes in a probe and measured spectra and velocity correlations at 
different points across the flow. Since Binder and Chuang measured the 
voltage difference between two electrodes, they were comparing the fluctuating 
potential gradients with the fluctuations in velocity. Binder viewed these 
voltages as fluctuating streaming potentials. However, because Dumargue 
felt that the electrode is insensitive to such streaming potentials, his 
primary flow field consisted of a small tan k containing a vibrating piston.
One electrode was placed in this flow field, while the other was placed in 
the solution but out of the flow field. In his view, only pressure fluctua­
tions of a compressible field should be detected. Thus, there were no mean 
convective effects due to a mean velocity field in Dumargue's experiemnts.
So for this experimental investigation it was desired to place an 
electrode in a flow field where the pressure fluctuations are distinguishable 
from the velocity fluctuations. To accomplish this, an oscillating flow
was superimposed on a Poiseuille pipe flow. This might be considered 
similar to Binder and Chuang's case in that the flow approximates a turbu­
lent flow with one wave-number and yet it can also be considered a version 
of Dumargue's case but with a mean convection effect present.
For inviscid flow produced by a piston oscillating with peak amplitude, 
A in a pipe of radius, R, the piston displacement is:
x = - A cos out (17)
The expressions for the fluctuating velocity and pressure are easily 
derived to be:
u = -  A u> sin u)tx dt (18)
p = p L A « cos lot (19)
The amplitude of the velocity near the wall is given by:
Aq = A [l - 2 e y sin y' + e~2y ]** (23)
Since viscous effects are damped for y' ^  5, the boundary layer thickness 
2V
yQ = 5 (— ) . For the experiments described here yQ was of the order of 
10-^ inches.
For laminar flow on a wall the boundary layer develops over a distance 
x^ as given by yQ = 5(vx1/U). If the velocity, U, is taken as ioA the 
boundary layer of the oscillating flow field should be fully developed at a 
distance from the piston of approximately 2A. In the present experiments 
this distance was about 0.05 inches. As long as the flow is independent of 
x there will be no secondary flow.
The Poiseuille mean-flow equation for the velocity is:
where L is the length of the pipe.
For viscous flow the exact solution has been derived by Uchida'!'2 For a 
fluctuating pressure gradient:
dR = 
dx - p A u
2
C O S  lilt (20)
the fluctuating pressure at the piston is still described by Equation 19 but 
the peak amplitude decreases as one moves away from it. The pressure field 
generated by the piston is independent of the radial coordinate, r.
For very low frequency oscillations, (u/v)^ R>1, the flow produced is 
a quasi-Poiseuille flow with an expanding and contracting parabolic profile.
hFor higher frequency oscillations,(u/v) R > 10, (the case of interest in 
this work) the flow becomes a boundary layer flow with nonviscous flow in 
the pipe center as given in Equations 17-19. The velocity in the boundary 
layer at the wall as given by Uchida is:
u = Am [sin lot - (—)** e y sin (tot - y')] x r
where, for simplification, y f = (f^) * (R " r) is the non_dimensional distance 
from the pipe wall. Schlichting shows that at distances greater than y = 5  
the second term in brackets goes to zero and the fluid motion is frictionless. 
The maximum velocity across the pipe occurs in the boundary layer at y' = 2.3.
The phase angle, a, with respect to the velocity in the pipe center is 
given by:
a -1tan r cos y ' exp (-y') n L1 - sin y' exp (-y') J (21)
and has a maximum value t/4 at the pipe wall decreasing to zero to zero at 
the pipe center. For flow in the region y' <_ 0.1:
u = ^y io sin (lot + y-) (22)
x /2 4
and so the fluctuating velocity near the wall always leads the velocity in 
the center by tt/4 and lags the fluctuating pressure, Equation 19, by tt/4. 
These phase relationships are summarized in Figure 3.
Figure 3. Phase Relationships for the Fluctuating Poiseuille Flow
4p dx 2R) (24)
where p is the fluid viscosity and y = R-r is the distance from the wall. 
The instantaneous fluctuating total velocity is, of course, given by the






The pipe flow was produced in a closed-circuit system as shown in Figure 
4. The system contained an in-line purification system (Culligan Duplex 
Unibed Deionizer) which produced water of conductivity a = 10-^ to 10-y 
ohms-1 cm-1. The purification tanks produced a pressure drop of approxi­
mately thirteen psi at the maximum flow rate, this corresponded to a Reynolds 
number (Re)of 104 based on the pipe diameter and the average velocity across 
the pipe. An integral warning light glowed if conductivity dropped. The 
system was designed so that the purifiers could be easily removed if higher 
conductivity or a higher flow rate were required.
The pump (Little Giant LG 300) produced flow at a rate of approximately 
0.5 gallons/hr. per rpm; this was equivalent to an average velocity in the 
pipe of .00218 ft/sec per rpm. Above a pressure drop of twenty psi the 
pumping rate became nonlinear. Thus to find the velocity it was only necessary 
to count the rpm of the pump. The pump operated by parystaltic action on a 
section of rubber tubing which passed through it. Since there was no contact 
of the solution with the pumping mechanism, the solution could not be con­
taminated. The pump was powered by a variable speed 1/3 hp D.C. motor.
The upstream reservoir was constructed from a vertical PVC pipe section 
of 10 inches internal diameter with a 90° elbow as a base. A vertical head 
of two feet was available with the pipe section used, and any higher head 
was available by using a longer section of pipe. The reservoir capacity 
was approximately fourteen gallons (3250 cubic inches) . It could be opened 
or closed to the atmosphere.
The nozzle was a spun stainless steel shell, necking from 10 inches 
diameter at the reservoir end to the l*s-inch internal diameter of the flow
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pipe. At the end of the nozzle was a PVC ball valve (valve A) carefully 
fitted to ensure a continuous smooth wall between the nozzle itself and the 
pipe when in the fully open position. When slightly cocked, the ball could 
provide a disturbance to induce fully turbulent flow. When the valve was 
closed the pipe could be drained without draining the reservoir, a very con­
venient feature.
The flow pipe was composed of 1^-inch I.D. x 1/8-inch wall cast acrylic 
pipe-sections each two to three feet long. The internal diameter supposedly 
had a tolerance of + 0.001 inches but variations of over 0.020" were found, 
so it cannot be said that the joints were extremely smooth. The pipe was 
supported and aligned by means of adjustable stands with plastic clamps, the 
stands being bolted to a plywood base. The total pipe length was 10.5 feet, 
long enough for fully-developed flow for all the tests made.
At the end of the pipe was a pressure pulse generator consisting of a 
teflon piston oscillated by a 3/4-hp D.C. motor. The motor speed was adjust­
able to cover the frequency range of 2 Hz to 70 Hz. Since the fluctuating 
pressure varies as frequency squared (Equation 19) the frequency was kept 
below 30 Hz to avoid large pressures, and most measurements were made well 
below this frequency.
The piston was not sealed against the pipe wall. Rather, a small closed 
reservoir of air over water was attached to the pipe behind the piston. In 
this manner the static forces on the piston were balanced and the dynamic 
forces lessened.
The outlet from the pipe to the downstream reservoir consisted of an 8 
foot long section of 3/4-inch I.D. plastic tubing with a ball valve (valve B) 
attached just downstream of the pipe flow. For some measurements a closed 
reservoir, volume one liter, containing air over water was attached to the 
top of the pipe 18 inches upstream from the test section. This reservoir 
had no effect on the steady flow, but reduced the length over which the fluc­
tuating pressure travelled, thus requiring smaller pressure fluctuations to 
support the motion.
The downstream reservoir consisted of a ten-gallon polyethylene carboy. 
Like the upstream reservoir, the downstream reservoir could be operated 
either opened or closed to the atmosphere. Thus the whole system could 
be operated above, below, or at atmospheric pressure.
The outlet from the downstream reservoir to the pump hose could be 
closed by a valve (valve C) so that water could be directed into the pump 
from an outside source to fill the system or to operate it as an open-ended 
system.
All seals in the system were 0-rings except the hose seals, where hose 
clamps were used. The use of 0-rings allowed great facility of assembly 
and disassembly of the different components. The system could be disassembled 
into five components, 1) the upstream reservoir with nozzle and valve A, 2) 
the pipe flow, return hose, and downstream reservoir (with removable test 
section), 3) the pressure pulse generator and driving motor, 4) the water 
purification system, and 5) the pump and its motor.
All parts were washed with a 0.1 nitric acid solution and rinsed in 
distilled water to remove contaminants before assembly.
Some further comments can be made on the purification system. The 
system was probably 100% effective in removing strong inorganic ions from 
the water passing through it. But it had little effect on dissolved 
diatomic gases and weakly ionized organic ions. As Dumargue has shown, the 
dissolved gases play some role in the double layer formation. The presence 
of weak organic ions suggests a thicker double layer than one resulting 
from strong inorganic ions. Delahayf who used a purification and flow 
system remarkably similar to this one, stated that he found the water in his
system to be equivalent to a 10”  ^molar sodium flouride solution. All 
indications were that the water in the system was of the order of a 10  ^
molar solution.
The Test Section and Electrodes
The test section consisted of a 12-inch length of l!s-inch I.D. x *s-inch 
wall clear cast acrylic pipe. An electrode, a fiber hot-film probe and a 
piezoelectric pressure transducer were arranged about a circular cross 
section four inches from the downstream end as shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5. Cross-Section of the Test Section and the Reference Electrode
The electrode used was a tungsten rod which had been platinum sputtered 
(commercially available from Transidine Inc., Ann Arbor, Mich.). The rod 
tapered to a flat 20 micron diameter tip. All of the electrode, except for 
this tip and the electrical connection at the other end, was smoothly 
covered with a layer of resin insulation.
A 3/16-inch diameter hole was drilled in the side of the test section 
and was filled with silicone rubber (GE Silicone Seal 2562-01D) which was 
poured against a cylindrical former fitted into the pipe and then allowed 
to cure. The electrode tip was driven through the cured rubber by the 
traversing mechanism to which it was attached. The probe at the wall was 
positioned either visually or by placing a spring-loaded metal rod against 
the inner wall and driving the electrode through until electrical contact 
was made. At this point y = 0. Positioning the electrode in the flow was 
achieved by counting the number of revolutions of the traversing mechanism 
crank (.0416 inch per revolution).
The hot-film velocity probe was a recently developed gold-plated quartz 
filament type manufactured by Disa Electronik (#55F06) which, as supplied, 
was completely insulated from the flow by a further quartz coating over the 
gold plating. The probe was secured in a teflon plug in such a manner that 
the filament was located in the center of the pipe cross-section. The teflon 
plug was fitted into a hole drilled into the top of the test-section pipe and 
sealed with silicone rubber.
The piezoelectric pressure transducer (Kistler model 101A1 plus model 557 
impedance converter) was a !j;-inch diameter microphone with a 3/8-inch diameter 
threaded holder. A thin coating of silicone rubber on its surface did not 
detectably change its amplitude response. A hole was drilled and tapped in 
the pipe wall opposite the electrode, a former was placed against the inside 
and silicon rubber distributed along the inside edge of the threaded hole.
The Kistler probe was then screwed into place and the rubber allowed to cure. 
This procedure both insulated the transducer from the flow and kept the test 
section wall fairly smooth and continuous.
Downstream from the test section was an outlet from the bottom of the 
pipe with an 8-inch length of ij-inch I.D. Tygon tubing leading to a full one-
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liter closed reservoir containing a calomel reference electrode (Sargent 
Model S-30080-15). This is a standard reference electrode of mercury, mercurous 
chloride and potassium chloride.
The reference electrode, which had a 25 microliter per hour leak rate, 
was placed in a sealed porcelain container which in turn was sealed into 
the reservoir as shown in Figure 5. The permeable porcelain container not 
only provided a barrier to pressure and velocity effects on the reference 
electrode while allowing free passage of electrical effects from the electrode 
in the test section, but it also kept leakage from the calomel electrode 
from contaminating the water. Great care was taken to purge the reference 
electrode reservoir completely of air. All potentials were measured against 
this reference. The electrode was occasionally replenished with saturated 
potassium chloride solution.
Instrumentation
The electronic instrumentation evolved through several stages over the 
course of the experiments. However, nearly all the results given in this 
paper are from the measurement setup shown in Figure 6. A Model 601 Keithley 
Electrometer was used as an impedance converter for the electrode. This 
battery driven device ran at low voltage and was stabilized to prevent drift 
(0.2 mV/hour a max.). Input impedances could be selected in decade steps 
from 10 to 1 0 ^  ohms and 1 0 ^  ohms. It was found that at 10^ ohms the double 
layer sometimes leaked (shorted) to ground so the lO1  ^ohm resistance was 
used for the final measurements. The frequency and phase responses of the 
Keithley were perfect from 1 to 100 Hz. The input capacitance had a value 
of 20 pF. The output impedance was 910 ohms.
Figure 6. Schematic of the Instrumentation System
The output of the electrometer was connected to a switching box, and 
also to a voltmeter (RCA Voltohmyst Type WV-9BC) which measured the DC level 
of the voltage across the electrode.
The Kistler pressure transducer with impedance converter was connected 
to a Kistler 549 coupler with a battery pack attached which provided power 
to the impedance converter. The output from the coupler went into the 
switching box. It was important to note that the output signal was 180° out 
of phase with the pressure, since the transducer produced a negative signal 
for a positive pressure.
The hot-film velocity probe was connected by coaxial cable to a Disa 
55A01 hot-wire anemometer. The anemometer DC voltage was displayed on a 
digital voltmeter (Hewlett Packard Model 3439A). The AC output voltage was 
connected to the switching box.
The switching box had inputs from all three transducers, and two outputs, 
A and B. The "B" output was connected to an rms meter. A Bruel and Kjaer 
2107 Frequency Analyzer with meter ranges from 100 yV to 1000 volts full 
scale was used for root-mean-square measurements of the fluctuations.
The switching box had three switch positions as follows:
Switch Position Output A Output B
1 Hot Film Electrode
2 Electrode Pressure Transducer
3 Pressure Transducer Hot Film
Outputs A and B of the switching box were connected to inputs A and B, 
respectively, of a set of matched amplifiers (Philbrick P65AU Operational 
Amplifier) with input impedances set at 40 Kohms with 2y F capacitance in 
series. The gain could be set on each amplifier at 25 or 1.5. The amplifiers 
were powered by a Philbrick PR-300 DG Regulated Power Supply (+15V, 0V, -15V). 
The amplifier outputs, A and B, were filtered by simple two-pole low-pass 
filters, cut-off frequency 17 Hz, in order to remove higher frequency 
extraneous signals. The filtered output signals were compared on a dual 
trace oscilloscope (Tektronix Model 533 with 53/54C amplifier).
With this equipment combination it was possible, for example, to have 
a visual display of the electrode signal superimposed upon the pressure 
signal. The amplifier-filter systems were checked for phase and amplitude 
fidelity by injecting a sinusoidal signal from a signal generator into both 
channels simultaneously and checking that the oscilloscope traces were 
identical across a frequency range of 2 Hz to 40 Hz.
Shielding and Grounding
Because of the nature of the electrode as a high impedance transducer, 
careful grounding and shielding were essential to its operation. Since the 
flow itself was part of the electrical circuit of the electrode all other 
electrokinetic potential sources and all electromagnetic radiation potential 
sources had to be removed from the flow region.
Compared with Binder and Chuang who used two electrodes in the flow so 
that possible extraneous effects might be cancelled, in the present experi­
ments (where only one electrode in the flow was used) the most extreme pre­
cautions had to be taken to ensure reasonable signal/noise ratios. This 
aspect of the experiment was so important that a diagram of the grounding 
and shielding system was drawn to ensure that no ground connection was 
omitted, see Figure 7. The flow system was completely enclosed in sheet metal 
except for the purification tanks and the pump, which were more lightly 
shielded. An external ground connected the pump motor case, the pump case, 
the purification tank shield and the main shield, all in series. The internal 
ground consisted of a sheet of 100-mesh brass screening tacked to the plywood 
pipe-support base. All the pipe-supports were attached to this screening as 
well as the electrode's traversing mechanism. The nozzle was grounded to 
the screen and a ground wire was run from inside the downstream reservoir 
to the screen. A ground wire was run from the outer shield to the traversing
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Figure 7. Shielding and Grounding System
mechanism and one from there to the Keithley, which was inside the main most part grounded out the streaming potential, therefore Binder's claim
shield. The Keithley electrometer was grounded to the ground rail of the that he measured fluctuations in the streaming potential is questionable.
switching-box, outside the shield. Chuang on the other hand specifically stated that both ends of his pipe were
It was necessary to insulate the Kistler pressure transducer from the grounded and made no claims to measuring a streaming potential.
flow since its case was grounded. The pressure transducer was also grounded The Kistler pressure transducer had a noise level of 120 microvolts.
to the switching-box ground rail. The hot-film circuit was similarly This provided a minimum signal to noise ratio of 10 to 1.
insulated from the flow and grounded at the switching-box ground rail. A The hot-film probe noise level for a flow Reynolds number of 2300 was
ground wire from the rail went to a ground stake outside the building (which approximately 12 millivolts which corresponded to a turbulence level of 0.4%.
was sheet-metal clad). The stake was driven 10 feet into the earth. Most measurements were made for velocity fluctuations of magnitudes of order
The amplifiers and rms meter were grounded to the switching-box rail and 10%.
the oscilloscope was grounded through the amplifiers. The pressure pulse Experimental Conditions and Method
generator motor was grounded separately and insulated from the flow system. During the course of the experiments, adjustments were made in order to
The general rules for grounding in the flow and measurement system were: alter conditions of the mean flow, the electrode position and the oscillating
1. The shortest resistance path to ground for the electrode had to be flow field. First, exploratory measurements were made in the oscillating
through the reference electrode. flow field with no mean flow present. In this case air bubbles tended to
2. System sections were grounded in series where possible. collect between the test section and valve B. This was remedied by keeping
3. All grounds led to one point, as branches leading to a trunk, to valve B closed since the bubbles tended to come from the downstream side
avoid any possibility of a ground loop. of the valve. If the air bubbles were present the Kistler signal was
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
severely attenuated while the electrode signal was negligible. In general,
even with air bubbles not present, the electrode tended to produce a signal
Electrode Characteristics of poorer quality than that of the pressure transducer, with pronounced
Before insertion into the flow the electrode was examined under a harmonics even after low-pass filtering. Of course, with no mean flow
microscope at 200 X magnification in order to make sure that the electrode present, the hot-film anemometer could not be used for fluctuating velocity
tip was flat, unbroken and free from defects in the insulation. measurements.
After the electrode was installed through the pipe wall into the 10 7 molar With both the mean and fluctuating flows present, but without the small
solution its capacitance was determined using the Keithley electrometer as dynamic reservoir, the system produced good sinusoidal signals over a broad
a one pico-amp current source. The electrometer was connected to the electrode frequency range except for the Kistler pressure transducer which detected
through a known capacitor, and then a measurement of the voltage at the end signals with strong harmonics when the piston oscillation frequency was 3 Hz
of some selected charging time allowed the unknown electrode capacitance to and 14 Hz. As mentioned previously, care was taken to ensure that at least
be calculated. This was determined to be 300 pF. As mentioned previously, in the center of the pipe the mean flow velocity was always greater than
the double-layer thickness was calculated to be approximately 10"4 cm. The the fluctuating value. The individual pressure and velocity amplitudes did
total electrode D.C. voltage measured at the electrode varied from -100 to not correspond to those given for inviscid flow (Equations 17 through 19).
+500 millivolts (this is not to be confused with the potential, at the This was probably due to the fact that there was leakage past the piston and
edge of the compact layer. that the pipe, together with the upstream reservoir, acted as a low-frequency
Noise Helmholtz resonator.
The extraneous noise signal measured on the electrode with no flow was For some measurements the electrode tip was flush with the wall while
170 microvolts. When the 1-foot x 2-foot access door in the metal shielding some measurements were also made with the electrode traversing the boundary
was opened (Figure 4), the noise level increased to 250 microvolts. This layer. The earlier experiments were done with an oscillating flow in the
demonstrated the importance of careful shielding of the electrode. When entire pipe length (12 feet) while the later ones were done with a small
the circulating pump was running, the noise level ranged from 300 to 500 dynamic reservoir which should have limited oscillation to a length of 3 feet
microvolts, a level that was quite acceptable. of the pipe. For all experiments the dimensionless frequency (~)^ R < 50.
During early experiments, before the system was properly grounded, if From equations 18 and 19, the amplitude ratio of the fluctuating pressure to
the pump was running the electrode picked up a fluctuating signal corres- the fluctuating velocity equals pwL, where L is the pipe length and which
ponding to the pulsation rate of the pump. The signal was sometimes as high should be of the order of the oscillating length of fluid. The measured
as 700 millivolts peak-to-peak superimposed on a DC voltage of as much as 1.7 oscillating lengths by this method using the Kistler pressure transducer
volts. Neither the pressure transducer nor the hot film could detect any and the hot-film probe are plotted for the two cases, that is without and
periodic signal. with the dynamic reservoir, in Figures 8 and 9. The agreement with the
This signal was almost entirely eliminated by grounding the nozzle and expected values of 12 feet and 3 feet is reasonable over the frequency range
placing a ground in the downstream reservoir as discussed in the previous 3Hz to 26 Hz for velocity measurements both in the center of the pipe and
section. The large signal was undoubtedly due to a streaming potential near the wall. Once the small dynamic reservoir was added the wave-forms
developed primarily in the pump hose, where a high pressure gradient occurred. were generally poorer than without it, and there were indications from
The grounds at the high and low pressure points in the system tended to Figure 9 that above 15 Hz the flow in the test section was not quite fully-
neutralize the charge, and the voltage was reduced to the small levels developed (also see the abrupt changes in phase angle at this frequency in
described above. the results about to be described). However, in general, the various amplitude
It is interesting to note, in view of this discovery, that Binder's calibrations were better with the dynamic reservoir installed corresponding 
diagrams show a ground on either side of his pump. This undoubtedly for the
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to L = 3 feet.
anemometer output signal and the velocity fluctuation was other than 
negligible.
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Figure 9. Comparison of Theoretical and Actual Fluctuation Length
Amplitude and phase angle measurements for the electrode tip in different 
positions were taken and the results are plotted in Figures 10, 11, 12, 15 
and 16. All amplitude readings were made by switching the three inputs to 
the switching box in turn into the rms meter while the piston was running 
at a constant frequency. Phase and frequency readings were made on the 
oscilloscope. The frequency was measured by measuring the displayed wave­
length and multiplying it by the oscilloscope time base (sec/cm). Inverting 
the result gave the frequency.
The phase was measured by first vertically centering the two signals 
displayed. Then the distance between the two rising wave-forms and the 
distance between the two falling wave-forms at the centerline were measured.
The a/erage distance was divided by the total wavelength and multiplied by 
360° to give the phase angle between the two waves in degrees. The electrode 
and pressure waves, the electrode and velocity waves, and the pressure and 
velocity waves were displayed in turn while the phase of each pair was measured.
In early experiments with L = 12 feet the hot-film probe measured the 
fluctuating velocity in the center of the pipe as lagging the Kistler pressure 
signal by more than the theoretical value of 90°, see Figure 11. This could 
be explained partly by the lower overheat ratio (1.07) that was first used.
In later experiments the overheat ratio was increased to a value of 1.1.
This resulted in improvement in the phase response since then the sinusoidal 
temperature fluctuation imposed on the probe had less effect on the film.
The hot-film D.C. calibration curve, plotted in Figure 15, was of the form
2 3*<(Volts) - U . No phase response versus frequency is, as yet, available
The phase response of the rest of the system from switch box outputs 
A and B was checked by feeding the same signal into the switch box and 
observing the superimposed traces on the oscilloscope as the signal fre­
quency was varied. In all cases (1 to 100 Hz) the signals were identical 
in phase and almost identical in amplitude. The actual accuracy of the 
readings was at least one division (2 mm) per 5 cm or 2/50 x 360° = + 7°.
DISCUSSION
The behavior of the measured phase angle differences and their comparison 
with the theoretical values for oscillatory Poiseuille flow was a crucial 
factor in the success of these experiments. The phase lag of the electrode 
with respect to the pressure as the electrode was traversed across the pipe 
is compared with the theoretical velocity-pressure phase lag in Figure 10 
for a frequency of 8 Hz. The agreement between the two curves is fairly 
good, being almost exact at both the wall and in the center of the pipe 
where the phase lags were tt/4 and ir/2 respectively. Figures 11 and 12 show 
the measured electrode phase differences versus frequency between the pressure 
as measured by the Kistler transducer, and the velocity as measured by the 
hot-film probe, for the two particular stations, namely the pipe wall and 
the pipe center. Again the agreement of the electrode with the theoretical 
values for the velocity-pressure phase lags of ir/4 at the wall and ir/2 at 
the pipe center leaves no doubt that in this configuration a single electrode 
responds to streamwise velocity fluctuations, a conclusion very similar to 
those of Binder and Chuang.
for this type of probe. There is no reason to suppose, especially at the 
low frequencies of the experiments, that the phase difference between the
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Figure 11. Phase Response of Hot-Film and Electrode at Wall W.R.T. Pressure
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Figure 12. Phase Response of Hot-Film and Electrode in Pipe Center W.R.T. 
Pressure
From the discussion of Equations 15a, b, c, it follows that in order to 
accept this conclusion it is necessary to discard the assumption that the 
charge density distribution is one-dimensional (Equation 6). A closer 
examination of the physical situation in the vicinity of the electrode is 
necessary in order to provide a basis for better understanding of the results 
of the various experiments as a whole.
The picture of a uniform cloud of charge extending out from the electrode 
until it fades out in the solution is a false one, for the electrode does not 
have a homogeneous surface. A sharp discontinuity occurs where the metal of 
the electrode is bounded by its insulation. The double layer on the insula­
tion will not have the same magnitude nor even necessarily the same sign(s) 
as the double layer over the metal of the electrode. Furthermore two elec­
trodes side by side will not have the same charges in their double layers. 
For, as Dumargue'*''^ ' has shown, the double layer is strongly dependent on the 
surface preparation, and the surface activity of the electrode. As further 
proof of this statement it is only necessary to point out that Binder 
measured a potential across his electrode pair under static conditions. If 
the charges (and therefore the double layers) on the two electrodes were 
equal, the sum total of the voltages across them would be zero.
Figure 16. Electrode-Pressure Amplitude Ratio vs. Frequency
It is suggested that a possible charge distribution for the Binder- 
Chuang probe configuration is as shown in Figure 16. If the charge in the 
diffuse layer of one electrode is displaced in the x-direction by a fluctua­
tion of amplitude, A, and frequency, w, the double layer is restored to normal 
in time, x, the relaxation time of the solution. If the condition is met 
that a) x << 1, which is normally the case, since x for water of high purity 
was shown by both Binder and Chuang to be of order one microsecond, then the 
diffuse layer will not change appreciably in magnitude.
In order to maintain its charge, however, the diffuse layer must draw 
ions from the surrounding solution thus leaving an exponential charge (and 
potential) distribution in the solution. The charge produced will be 
distributed along a line of length A in the fluid and diffuse out to be 
neutralized by the solution. Since the amount of charge produced is propor­
tional to the dimension A, and in order to obtain the charge density one must 
divide by A, then the fluctuating charge density, q, is independent of A, 
say of the form:
q = Qx e-Krf(0) (25)
where is the charge density initially removed by the fluctuation and f(0) 
represents a further angular diffusion effect away from the electrode.
In Binder and Chuang's case, a second electrode lies inside the field 
provided the condition is met that A / x q  >> 1 where x^ is the separation of 
the electrodes. This second electrode provides a current of density q^u which 
neutralizes the charge from the first electrode which flows past it because 
the second electrode is grounded. If the potential gradient between the 
two electrodes is spatially constant, this potential difference due to 
this current will be, to a good approximation:
¥  =
which has the form of Binder and Chuang’s equation.
In the case where the second electrode is some distance away outside the 
flow field as in Dumargue's simple experiments and in the present work, 
that is A/Xq «  1, for theoretical purposes its position may be viewed as 
at infinity and the voltage gradient due to the fluctuations near it will be 
zero. There will be a voltage between the electrode and the reference 
electrode at infinity due to the charge density of Equation 25. However, 
since the charge density is not a function of A, the voltage will not be 
a function of A either. In other words the current is not carried to the 
reference electrode by the fluctuating flow and so the fluctuation is only 
sensed as a voltage drop due to the "diffusion" of charge into the liquid.
Thus the major difference between the two cases is that in Binder's 
case the second electrode is in the fluctuation and provides a physical 
reference as well as an electrical reference, whereas in the case of the 
isolated reference electrode there is no physical reference and thus no 
measurement of A. The large scatter of the electrode-velocity fluctuation 
calibration curves plotted against frequency in Figure 15 might suggest 
the lack of sensitivity of the probe. This conjecture, that the single 
electrode's response might be very insensitive to amplitude, could also 
explain why the change of orientation and position had no effect in Dumargue’s 
simple experiments. The probe-pressure amplitude calibration curves plotted 
in Figure 16 seem to show a l/u> dependence on frequency, and since the pres­
sure amplitude is 1/co times that of the velocity in these experiments, then 
this would mean that the electrode-velocity frequency response is level.
This discussion would be incomplete without reference to the later 
experiments of Dumargue"^ in his Doctoral thesis work. He repeated the turbu­
lent pipe-flow measurements of Binder and Chuang using closely spaced elec­
trodes. He, too, regarded the measured signals as velocity fluctuations.
But his suggestion for the mechanism of detection, in view of his earlier 
theory and experiments, is that the electrode still behaves as a pressure 
sensitive device and he uses a fluctuating, but incompressible, total-head 
equation to express velocity fluctuations in terms of pressure. It is also 
interesting to note that Dumargue's equations VII-40 and VII-41 are exactly 
those of Binder and Chuang for their electrode-pair case. It is difficult 
to reconcile the behavior of the electrode as described by a compressible 
equation, in the one case of no mean convective effects present, with a
description by an incompressible equation for its response when a mean flow 
is present.
In conclusion it must be stated that the evidence of the present experi­
ments where, for the electrode configuration used, the electrode was undoubtedly 
detecting velocity fluctuations (even in the presence of an even stronger 
fluctuating pressure field possessing quite different phase-angle character­
istics) suggests that the electrode is a velocity transducer. However, in 
view of Dumargue's work, a better understanding of the electrokinetic effects
of the double layer is still sought, particularly with regard to other
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HODGSON: Well, I think that's a rather difficult question to answer, except 
that if I have given the appearance that we have actually discovered what it 
responds to I think that's quite false. I cannot help feeling that it's by 
pure accident that we've reached this simple concept of how the double layer 
behaves. It could be that it is such a complicated phenomenon that we've 
missed lots of points. I don't see a way that the device could separate 
pressure and velocity fluctuations. The assumption in all of this theory is
that the main causes of fluctuations in the layers of ions around the electrode 
are convective effects. Of course, there are diffusive effects which have been 
neglected and it is also assumed that thermal effects are small. If there were 
strong thermal effects present in this particular flow, then they would cause 
fluctuations in potential on the electrodes. You would have to rework the 
equations to take this effect into account.
J. R. HANSEN (Naval Research Laboratory): The double layer concept is of 
course quite useful in a number of situations. Do you have any feeling at all 
at this time why in this particular situation it is not a useful concept?
HODGSON: Maybe I have misled you. To the electronically-minded the double 
layer concept is fine. The double layer looks like a capacitor with one 
end grounded, (that is, with the grounded plate in the solution a long way 
off) and the floating plate is the electrode. The capacitance of that 
capacitor is basically the capacitance of the diffused layer. I think that 
concept is useful. But the big problem is that it's got to be a 3-dimensional 
phenomenon. After all we are measuring turbulence on top of a convective 
effect and it is impossible to treat it with a one-dimensional description 
normal to the wall.
17. Uchida, S., "The Pulsating Viscous Flow Superimposed on the Steady 
Laminar Motion of Incompressible Fluid in a Circular Pipe," ZAMP, 
_7, 403-421 (1956).
DISCUSSION
T. HOULIHAN (Naval Post Graduate School): If we run a hot wire cold we get 
temperature fluctuations; if we run it hot, we get velocity fluctuations.
Is there any similar situation with the electrokinetic probe where in one situa­
tion it might give a predominant sensitivity to pressure fluctuations?
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